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Foreword

Access to Internet and Internet-based services are today fundamental components
of society with large impact on business and life. Exploiting the opportunities and
benefits of the Internet is no longer a luxury restricted to a few as a rapidly
increasing part of the world’s population is getting connected. The large impact it
has had on many peoples’ private and professional lives has also changed how we
relate to the Internet. To many, Internet and Internet access is seen as a necessity, a
commodity, in many aspects not different from how we see upon electricity or
water. Enabled by advances in cellular network and handsets technologies during
the last decade, the way to access Internet has changed. From something you did in
front of a computer it has been integrated with the daily life on the move; it has
gone mobile.

The foundation for the present massive uptake in mobile Internet usage is
research conducted in industry and academia during the 1990s and the first decade
of 2000. These activities resulted in definition and subsequent evolution of a
number of radio interface standards fulfilling the ITU IMT-2000 requirements,
often referred to as the 3G standards. A major milestone in the 3G evolution,
fundamental for mobile Internet access, was reached by the introduction of HSPA
as an extension to the WCDMA standard. By this extension, the circuit switched
paradigm of WCDMA was changed in favor of packet switching, allowing con-
siderably improved spectrum efficiency and support for IP-based traffic. Driven by
expected needs of future services but also advancements in technologies for mobile
systems, the evolution of technologies beyond 3G started around 2000 and is still
ongoing. Research in industry and academia again led to the definition and evo-
lution of a new family of standards, the 4G standards, this time targeting fulfill-
ment of the ITU IMT-Advanced specifications.

The existing 4G standards, with LTE as the dominating example, targets
essentially three improvement areas as compared to 3G: data rates, latency, and
capacity. With data rates an order of magnitude larger than 3G, latency in the
range of 10 ms, and spectral efficiency of up to 30 bps/Hz, LTE and its evolution
LTE-Advanced targets to provide true mobile broadband experience to the end
users similar to what is possible with wired access. This is a clearly challenging
task that, despite the fact that standardization is ongoing in parallel, still offers
many interesting and important research problems to be addressed.
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The Wireless Telecommunications Research Group (GTEL) at the Federal
University of Ceará was founded in June 2000 by Prof. Francisco Rodrigo Porto
Cavalcanti and his colleagues with the mission to develop wireless communication
technology and impact the development of the Brazilian telecom sector. With
support from Ericsson Research, Prof. Francisco Rodrigo Porto Cavalcanti has
since the start built up an independent research organization with an impressing
span in competence and abilities, covering and mastering the entire range of
wireless link and system research aspects, from signal processing algorithms and
radio link design to cellular systems design and system analysis.

In this book, the second from the group, Prof. Francisco Rodrigo Porto Cavalcanti
and his colleagues share their insights and views on a number of highly relevant
research topics related to 4G and 4G technology developments. Results from recent
research activities within the group are presented. In particular, findings and results
relating to research on radio resource management (RRM), relaying, scheduling, and
Device-to-Device (D2D) communication are presented. Contributions and findings
related to coordinated multipoint transmission (CoMP), MIMO precoding, and
interference alignment (IA) are also comprehensively covered.

The content of this book aims at design and optimization of current and
emerging cellular systems. Researchers and engineers active or interested in the
field will find the content useful and are encouraged to share the insights and
results.

Sweden, July 2013 Dr. Göran Klang
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Preface

Introduction

Mobile and wireless communication systems are a prominent communications
technology of the twenty-first century with profound economic and social impacts
in practically all parts of the world. The current state of wireless communication
systems allows for a much wider scope of applications than what it used to be
originally, that is, to be a mobile extension of the public switched telephone
network. The convergence of mobile systems and the Internet has become a reality
as new radio access technologies emerged with improved coverage, capacity, and
latency. While the need and desire to develop and establish a truly mobile Internet
dates back to the mid-1990s, it is only recently that mobile broadband has taken off
to become a prominent part of the whole mobile communications business.

This book is about some of the latest developments in wireless access tech-
nology, and underlying breakthroughs, that are part of or can be applied to Fourth
generation mobile communication systems onwards, in order to keep up with the
increasing demand for mobile data.

The specific focus of the book is on the two lower layers of the ISO/OSI layered
model, that is, the physical and data link layers, in particular the media access
control sublayer of the latter. A common thread throughout the book is cross-layer
optimization between these layers. These two layers are of specific importance in
wireless systems, as opposed to many of its wired counterparts. This is funda-
mentally due to spectrum shortage, limited signal coverage, the broadcast nature of
interference, and time variability of the wireless channel response. As a conse-
quence, much of the improvements in coverage, capacity, and latency of modern
wireless systems are due to new approaches for tackling old problems in high
capacity radio communications in these two lower layers.

Intended Audience and Usage

This book is intended for researchers in the field of wireless communications,
more specifically to those involved with the design and optimization of current and
emerging wireless access technologies for mobile communications. Graduate
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students working on subjects such as radio resource allocation (RRA) and man-
agement (RRM), interference management, Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiple Access (OFDMA) and Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems,
as applied to fourth generation systems and beyond, will benefit from the state-of-
the-art concepts, methods, examples, and case studies presented. Every chapter, in
addition to having a clear ambition to address the state of the art of the corre-
sponding subject, discusses basic concepts in the introductory sections and gives
references for the interested reader to deepen his/her understanding. All chapters
can be used independently as a complement to a graduate-level ‘‘Advanced’’
Wireless Communications course, where each separate chapter can be used as
basis to a supervised study or a seminar.

The book should also be of interest to the practitioner or to engineers involved
in standardization efforts. The attention to technical details from standards is given
in several chapters when performance results and case studies are presented as
resulting from the application of selected techniques. The idea in many instances is
to demonstrate how advanced concepts can be adapted to be applicable in more
realistic scenarios.

Finally, almost every chapter of the book sheds light, direct or indirectly, on the
subject of performance evaluation of wireless systems by means of analytical
approaches and of system and link-level simulations. As the complexity of wire-
less systems grows, efficient and correct methods for modeling and analyzing
performance of these systems is becoming a fundamental discipline on its own.

Organization of the Book

This book brings a total of 11 chapters and, for the sake of clarity of presentation,
these chapters are organized into two parts. The parts are named ‘‘Resource
Allocation’’ and ‘‘MIMO’’ after the book’s title and as the focus is on two layered
model mentioned above. Such type of division is becoming increasingly artificial
as cross-layer optimizations are commonplace and multiple antennas at network
nodes can be seen as ‘‘resources’’ to be managed. Therefore, some of the chapters
could well be placed in both parts.

Part I: Resource Allocation

Radio Resource Allocation (RRA) has its roots in frequency reuse planning of First
generation cellular systems. Its fundamental goal is to increase spectrum efficiency.

More efficient utilization of the radio spectrum plays such an important role
because spectrum is simultaneously a very scarce and widely shared resource.

In the evolution towards 3G systems, RRA became a discipline on its own,
encompassing a variety of techniques such as power control, frequency hopping,
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dynamic channel allocation, and being integrated into more advanced multi-
antenna concepts, such as beamforming and MIMO solutions.

The explosion of mobile broadband and the demand for high data-rate packet
switched services has required a new set of RRA techniques able to handle
capacity challenging scenarios. These new RRA approaches started off by bor-
rowing concepts from wired data networks, such as packet scheduling and con-
gestion control, but that were reformulated and adapted to the wireless
environment.

More recently, with the emergence of 4G, noticeably in the form of 3GPP’s
Long Term Evolution (LTE) standards, a highly configurable radio access tech-
nology based on OFDMA has been made available. This has, again, widened the
scope of RRA. By means of advanced optimization approaches, RRA is now
possible with fine granularity, increasing the efficiency-potential of spectrum usage
to unprecedented levels. This is mainly due to a clever exploitation of the mul-
tidimensional (spatial, frequency, time, and multiuser) diversity by RRA algo-
rithms. To mention one example of such, MIMO techniques, once restricted to the
single-user case, are now considered an inherent part of RRA at a network level.

Advances in computing power and energy efficiency at mobile devices are also
an important enabler for the actual implementation of sophisticated RRA algo-
rithms. Nevertheless, computational complexity is still an issue that should be
considered when evaluating the applicability of RRA proposed solutions. Another
aspect that deserves attention is the demand for channel state information and
control signaling at multiple network nodes (e.g., mobile devices and base sta-
tions). Since the dimensionality of RRA problems has grown in OFDMA-based
systems such as LTE, one must verify if the algorithm’s demand for such infor-
mation are realistic in order not to overburden the system’s backhaul. These and
other practical issues are treated in most of the chapters in this book when RRA
approaches are presented.

Chapter 1 revisits many of the issues concerning RRM with a focus on the
upcoming systems embodying the Coordinated Multipoint (CoMP) technology.
CoMP-based systems have attracted special attention due to their potential benefits
in terms of spectral efficiency and coverage. As a part of 3GPP Long Term
Evolution—Advanced, CoMP technology promises substantial improvement of
the users’ experience at the expense of requiring a reliable and efficient connection
among the evolved Node Bs (eNBs). Provided that multiple users and eNBs are
coordinated using a suitable technique, the concerns about interference can be
greatly alleviated and, consequently, also the restrictions on sharing radio
resources. In this chapter, the authors explore the grouping of users and eNBs in
two different occasions. First they address coordinated strategies of grouping and
scheduling users in order to improve the system performance; afterwards, clus-
tering of eNBs is described as an attractive approach to deal with the processing
and signaling overheads brought by CoMP. The chapter presents an analysis of
different algorithms, as well as case studies illustrating some key concepts through
computer simulations.
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Chapter 2 starts by recognizing that cellular networks have experienced a strong
development in the past decades and now face an important challenge that is a
steep increase of mobile traffic expected for the next years. In this context, cellular
operators have as objective to increase the number of satisfied users in the system
and consequently their revenues, whereas users or subscribers aim at having ful-
filled their expected Quality of Service (QoS). In order to increase the number of
satisfied users in the system the authors identify the RRA as a key functionality.
RRA is responsible for managing and distributing the available scarce resources of
the radio interface to the active connections. In this chapter the authors present
RRA strategies to increase the number of satisfied users in cellular networks based
on two approaches: heuristic and utility-based strategies. While the heuristic
design provides simple and quick solutions to the RRA problems, the utility-based
approach is a flexible and general tool for RRA design.

Authors in Chap. 3 recognize that the increasing demand for rich multimedia
services and the scarcity of electromagnetic spectrum has motivated the research
of technologies able to increase the capacity of wireless systems without requiring
additional spectrum. In this context, Device-to-Device (D2D) communication
represents a promising technology. By enabling direct and low-power communi-
cation among devices, D2D communication leads to an increased and intelligent
spatial reuse of radio resources allowing offloading the network of data transport.
As a result, the overall system’s capacity and specially the spectral efficiency is
increased; and the proximity between devices allows data transfer with low delays
and high rates without requiring extra power from devices’ batteries. Other ben-
efits of D2D communication especially while underlying a cellular network
encompasses the reuse gain and hop gain, which are further detailed in this
chapter. However, in order to realize the potential gains of D2D communications
as a secondary network of the cellular (primary) one, some key issues must be
controlled. First, at each transmission request for a D2D-capable device, it is
necessary to determine the neighbors, i.e., other D2D-capable devices that are in
the vicinity of the latter and therefore may establish a D2D communication. Then,
once neighbors are discovered and the target device is in the neighbors’ poll, the
actual link (channel) conditions must be evaluated. If beneficial, RRA techniques
are employed so that the co-channel interference caused in cellular devices is
mitigated. Such techniques may be summarized as: band selection, grouping,
mode selection, and power control. In this chapter, the authors focus attention on
the RRA for D2D communications underlying an LTE-like network, and the main
RRA techniques to mitigate the co-channel interference so generated. Namely, it is
shown the basis for grouping, mode selection, and power control techniques, and
presented results that highlight their benefits.

Authors in Chap. 4 propose that wireless mobile network optimization is a
complex task that consists in achieving different design objectives such as spectral
efficiency, energy efficiency, fairness, and QoS. Then, RRA is responsible for
managing the available resources in the radio access interface and, therefore, is an
important tool for optimizing networks and achieving the designed objectives
mentioned previously. However, in general all these network design objectives
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cannot be achieved at the same time by RRA strategies. In fact, different RRA
strategies can be designed to maximize one objective in detriment of the other as
well as to balance the objectives. In this chapter the authors deal with important
trade-offs between contradicting objectives in modern wireless mobile networks:
capacity versus fairness and capacity versus QoS. The authors then present RRA
strategies that can achieve static and adaptive performances when the previously
mentioned trade-offs are considered. In order to design these RRA strategies, the
authors consider heuristics and utility-based solutions.

Chapter 5 is focused on designing efficient, low-complexity cooperative
diversity schemes from different perspectives and it is divided into four parts. In
the first part, assuming a general multi-source, multi-relay cooperative system, a
new efficient scheme for the combined use of cooperative diversity and multiuser
diversity is proposed. The proposed scheme significantly reduces the amount of
necessary channel estimation while achieving comparable outage performance to
that using the joint selection scheme. In the second part, two spectrally efficient
schemes for the diversity exploitation of downlink cooperative cellular networks
are proposed. By scheduling the user with the best direct link to access the
channel, an incremental decode-and-forward relaying scheme is first presented. To
further enhance the transmission robustness against fading, an improved scheme is
also proposed, which substantially utilizes opportunistic scheduling mechanism
when the direct transmission fails. In the third part, new and efficient link selection
schemes for selection relaying systems with transmit beamforming are proposed.
Two distributed link selection schemes are presented that invoke a distributed
decision mechanism and rely on the success/fail signaling feedback between ter-
minals. In the fourth part, a novel distributed transmit antenna selection for dual-
hop amplify-and-forward relaying systems is proposed. A multi-antenna source
transmits information to a single-antenna destination by using a single-antenna
half-duplex relay. By invoking local channel information exploitation/decision
mechanism along with decision feedback between terminals, a distributed antenna
selection scheme is formulated. Compared with the optimal/suboptimal antenna
selection, the proposed scheme can maintain a low and constant delay/feedback
overhead irrespective of the number of transmit antennas.

In Chap. 6 authors address distributed parameter coordination methods for
wireless communication systems. The authors present two distributed algorithms
for the problem of precoder selection. The first and simplest method is the greedy
solution in which each communication node in the network acts selfishly. The
second method and the focus of this chapter is based on a message-passing
algorithm, namely minsum algorithm, in factor graphs. Three kinds of precoding
codebooks are considered: transmit antenna selection, fixed-beam selection, and
LTE precoder selection. Evaluations on the potential of such an approach in a
wireless communication network are provided and its performance and conver-
gence properties are compared with those of a baseline selfish/greedy approach.
Simulation results are presented and discussed, which show that the graph-based
technique generally obtains gain in sum rate over the greedy approach at the cost
of a larger message size. For instance, the percentage gain in sum rate over the
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greedy is about 33 % within 5 iterations in a 7-cell network considering single-
layer LTE precoders. Besides, the graph-based method usually reaches the global
optima in an efficient manner. Methods of improving the rate of convergence of
graph-based distributed coordination technique and reducing its associated mes-
sage size are therefore important topics for wireless communication networks.

Part II: MIMO Systems

The significant improvements at the physical layer have been instrumental for the
increase of the wireless link capacity over the last decade. OFDM itself, already a
popular modulation mechanism in fixed digital subscriber lines, has been com-
bined with the use of multiple antennas at both ends of wireless links, in so-called
Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO) schemes. MIMO has changed the way
wireless engineers face the fundamental capacity limits of the wireless channel by
exploiting fading variability in favor of it. This fact also illustrates the major
challenge—how can a wireless system be designed that allows for a practical
implementation in the presence of such potentially fast fading propagation chan-
nels between and among the multitude of employed antennas? The main aspects to
take into consideration is how to make such a system design both observable and
controllable—the former, important in order to generate the appropriate amount of
radio network measurements and the associated signaling and the latter, is sig-
nificant in the sense of keeping the interference levels under control on a system
level.

MIMO has been originally proposed as a single-user point-to-point technique
for increasing spectral efficiency by means of a clever exploitation of multipath
scattering. However, a related and somewhat parallel approach known as SDMA
(Spatial Division Multiple Access) already pointed out the possibility of using the
space domain for organizing multiple users sharing a given spectrum. The evo-
lution of MIMO toward multi-user settings can be seen, in retrospect, relatively
straightforward. Enablers for this widened MIMO scope include better charac-
terization of the spatial domain of wireless channels and the increased computa-
tional processing capabilities of both base stations and mobile terminals.

Following the same path but maybe not so obvious is the evolution of MIMO to
the network level, where virtual antenna arrays can be formed by the cooperation
of multiple single or multi-antenna nodes (base stations, terminals, and relays).
Another recent technique that originated in such a multi-user multi-antenna con-
text is the Interference Alignment (IA) approach, in which different transmitter-
receiver pairs cooperate in order to align the interference within the same subspace
at each receiver. Although IA is not restricted to the spatial domain, it has found
application in different MIMO scenarios, such as the MIMO interference channel
present in multi-antenna wireless cellular networks.

This evolution of MIMO has renewed the interest on problems such as transmit
and receive algorithms for signal coding, multiplexing, and parameter estimation
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and corresponding computational complexities; spectrum reuse versus interference
control; and backhaul capacity for inter-exchange of channel state information,
among others.

Chapters in the second part present MIMO research from several standpoints,
from optimizing the placement of antennas within small terminals to transceiver
architectures to several precoding approaches.

Chapter 7 is focused in propagation and antenna aspects of MIMO systems.
While the understanding and modeling of MIMO propagation channels have already
reached a rather mature level, there are still many aspects to understand when it
comes to including antenna design and more realistic modeling aspects in MIMO
applications. This is in particular the case on the user equipment side, mainly due to
the fundamental restrictions originating from the size of handheld or portable such
devices. This is the focus of this chapter where authors devise an automated opti-
mization method based on a genetic algorithm for the optimal placement of antennas
within a limited volume and considering such aspects as the spatial directional
channel models and antenna coupling. The objective is to maximize ergodic
capacity while considering antenna polarization and pattern diversities. Antenna
selection aspects are also considered during the optimization process.

In Chap. 8 authors present tensor-based approaches for MIMO-OFDM systems
combining space-frequency and time domain processing allowing iterative joint
blind channel estimation and symbol decoding. First, they consider the case of
multi-layered space-frequency codes (MLSFC) with an extended linear precoding
technique (LCP). Then, a space-time-frequency signaling technique that combines
space-frequency modulation with a time-varying linear precoding is developed.
They show that both systems satisfy PARAllel FACtor (PARAFAC)-based mod-
els, which allow a blind joint channel and symbol estimation using iterative or
closed-form receiver algorithms. For this system, they propose two closed-form
semi-blind receivers that exploit differently the multilinear structure of the
received signal, which is formulated as a nested PARAFAC model. For the first
system, alternating least squares (ALS) and least squares Khatri-Rao factorization
based (LS-KRF) receivers are proposed and compared. For the later system, and
aiming at reducing pilot overhead, they develop a simplified closed-form
PARAFAC (S-CFP) receiver coupled with a pairing algorithm that yields an
unambiguous estimation of the transmitted symbols without the need of a pilot
frame. Simulation results are shown to evaluate the performance of the proposed
transceivers in terms of bit-error-rate and channel estimation accuracy.

Chapter 9 is focused again on the CoMP technique which is expected to
increase cell-average and cell-edge throughputs in 4G and beyond wireless sys-
tems. Joint processing (JP) is a branch of CoMP systems which can enhance the
systems’ performance, mainly by employing precoding algorithms based on
channel state information at the transmitter (CSIT). Many research efforts focus on
reducing feedback and optimizing precoding with partial CSIT. In this chapter, the
precoder design for multi-user (MU) MIMO CoMP systems is discussed. First,
some initial concepts are presented, such as the MIMO channel and some classical
precoding techniques found in literature. Following, the availability of partial
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channel knowledge at the transmitter is studied in order to design the precoder.
Since the wireless channel is random and time-varying, it is difficult and often
expensive to obtain perfect CSIT. Thus, considering partial CSIT is valuable for
practical applications. In this context, two algorithms maximizing the first- and
second-order approximations of the ergodic sum rate of an MU-MIMO CoMP
system are presented. These algorithms consider, as partial CSIT, the channel
mean and the spatial correlation among the antennas and show the potential of
using statistical measurements of the channel for precoder design, instead of using
full CSIT. The proposed algorithms are computationally simple, highly reduce
feedback overheads, and have fast convergence. Simulation results show that the
proposed algorithms are near-optimal compared to the iterative water-filling
(optimal full CSIT) case and present only moderate and negligible sum rate losses
for low and high SNR values, respectively.

In Chap. 10 authors describe several aspects of the interference alignment (IA)
technique with a focus on the spatial domain. The basic idea of IA consists in
precoding the transmitted signals such that they are aligned at the receiver where
they constitute interference, while at the same time disjointed from the desired
signal. This alignment limits the generated interference to a subspace at each
receiver which in turn leaves the remaining dimensions free from any interference.
The number of dimensions free from interference corresponds to the number of
Degrees of Freedom (DoF), or the multiplexing gain of the system. Most of the
literature on IA considers an idealized scenario with perfect Channel State
Information (CSI) available at the transmitter. The authors describe some well-
known IA algorithms from the literature, also with simulation results for this
idealized scenario. After that they provide some insights into the impact of
imperfections, where CSI error and transmit antenna correlation are included into
the channel model. Furthermore, it is analyzed extensions to IA to also obtain
diversity gains, in which IA is jointly employed with antenna selection and user
selection. In both cases subspace-related metrics are used for the selection: the
chordal distance and the Fubini-Study distance. After that IA is analyzed with a
system level view, where it is also provided some insights into complexity issues.
Finally, some conclusions and research directions are provided.

In Chap. 11 authors observe that increasing capacity shortfall and coverage issues
are aggravated by inefficient fixed spectrum management policies and obsolete
network structures. Then, the development of new technologies and spectrum
management policies is seen as a necessary step to take, in order to cope with these
issues. A significant research effort has been made since the beginning of the cen-
tury, to investigate the advantages brought by the introduction of flexible manage-
ment paradigms and new hierarchical approaches to network planning. The resulting
tiered network layout may improve the capacity of current networks in several ways.
In this chapter, the authors focus on the challenging problem arising when the two
tiers share the transmit band, to capitalize on the available spectrum and avoiding
possible inefficiencies. In this case, the coexistence of the two tiers is not feasible,
if suitable interference management techniques are not designed to mitigate/cancel
the mutual interference generated by the active transmitters in the network.
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The authors show that by intelligently designing the transmit waveform by means of
a special precoder, the two-tier coexistence problem is solved for several different
network configurations. Such configurations range from single to multi-user, the
latter being also possible for centralized and distributed cases.

Final Words

I hope this book can be useful for students and practitioners working in the
evolution of wireless communication systems toward a truly ubiquitous and
affordable mobile broadband service.

Fortaleza, Brazil, July 2013 Francisco Rodrigo Porto Cavalcanti
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BER Bit error rate
BF Best fit
BLER Block error rate
BPSK Binary phase-shift keying
BS Base station
CAP Capacity
CAPEX Capital expenditure
CbAA Clustering-based assignment algorithm
CDF Cumulative distribution function
CDMA Code division multiple access
CFI Cell fairness index
CFP Closed-form PARAFAC
CFT Cell fairness target
CIC Cognitive interference channel
CoMP Coordinated multi-point
CONFAC Constrained factor
CPU Central processing unit
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CP Cyclic prefix
CQI Channel quality indicator
CR Cognitive radio
CRM Constrained rate maximization
CS Coordinated scheduling
CSI Channel state information
CSIT Channel state information at the transmitter
D2D Device-to-Device
DAS Distributed antenna selection
DF Decode-and-forward
DFT Discrete fourier transform
DL Downlink
DMT Diversity-multiplexing tradeoff
DOA Direction of arrival
DOD Direction of departure
DOF Degrees of freedom
DPC Dirty-paper coding
DRA Dynamic resource assignment
DSA Dynamic spectrum access
DSM Delay-based satisfaction maximization
DT Direct transmission
eNB Evolved node B
EPA Equal power allocation
FDD Frequency division duplex
FER Frame erasure rate
FFT Fast fourier transform
FJP Full joint processing
FSRM Fairness-based sum rate maximization
FTP File transfer protocol
GA Genetic algorithm
GRASS Game-theoretic antenna subset selection
GSM Global system for mobile communications
H-S/MIMO Hybrid selection/MIMO
HDR High data rate
HOL Head of line
HOSVD Higher order SVD
i.i.d. Independent and identically distributed
IA Interference alignment
IBI Inter-block interference
IC Interference channel
ICI Inter-cell interference
ICIC Inter-cell interference coordination
IDF Incremental DF
IEEE Institute of electrical and electronics engineers
IID Independent and identically distributed
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IIDF Improved incremental DF
ILP Integer linear problem
IML Iterative maximum likelihood
IMT International mobile telecommunications
IRBD Iterative regularized block diagonalization
ISI Inter symbol interference
JP Joint processing
KKT Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
LCP Linear precoding technique
LDPC Low-density parity check
LHS Left-hand side
LOS Line-of-sight
LS Least squares
LS-KRF Least squares Khatri-Rao factorization
LTE Long-term evolution
LTE-A Long-term evolution-advanced
MAC Media access control
MaxGain Maximum gain
MaxRate Maximum rate
MBS Macro-cell base station
MCS Modulation and coding scheme
MF Matched filter
MIMO Multiple-input-multiple-output
MIMO-IC MIMO interference channel
MinGain Minimum gain
MinRate Minimum rate
MISO Multiple-input-single-output
MLSFC Multilayered space-frequency codes
MLWDF Modified largest weighted delay first
MMF Max-min fairness
MMR Max-min rate
MMSE Minimum mean-square error
MMSV Maximum minimum singular value
MOM Method of moments
MRC Maximum ratio combining
MRT Maximum ratio transmission
MS Mobile station (in all chapters, except Chap. 1)
MS Multiple-Stream (in Chap. 1)
MSE Mean squared error
MU-MIMO Multiuser MIMO
MUD Multiuser diversity
MUE Macro-cell user equipment
MU Multi-user
NE Nash equilibrium
NLOS Non-line-of-sight
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NMSE Normalized mean square error
NP Non-deterministic polynomial-time
NRT Non-real time
OFDM Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing
OFDMA Orthogonal frequency-division multiple access
ORBF Opportunistic random beamforming
P-LS-KRF Parallelized LS-KRF
P2P Peer-to-peer
PAPR Peak to average power ratio
PARAFAC PARAllel FACtor
PCS Personal communications services
PDF Probability density function
PDP Power delay profile
PF Proportional fair
PIFA Planar inverted F antennas
PJP Partial joint processing
PMI Precoding matrix index
PRB Physical resource block
PS Packet scheduling
PSD Positive semidefinite
PSK Phase-shift keying
QAM Quadrature amplitude modulation
QoS Quality of service
QPSK Quadrature phase-shift keying
r.m.s. Root mean square
RAS Receive antenna selection
RAT Radio access technology
RB Resource block
RF Radio frequency
RHS Right-hand side
RIBF Regularized inverse beamforming
RM Rate maximization
RND Random
RR Round robin
RRA Radio resource allocation
RRM Radio resource management
RS Random scheduling (in Chap. 6)
RS Relay station (in Chap. 5)
RSAM Relay selection acknowledge message
RSRC Root square reconstruction change
RSS Received signal strength
RT Real time
RV Random variable
RVQ Random vector quantization
RX Receiver
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S-CFP Simplified closed-form PARAFAC
SBS Small-cell base station
SCM Spatial channel model
SDM Space-division multiplexing
SDMA Space-division multiple access
SER Symbol error rate
SES Simple exponential smoothing
SFC Space-frequency code
SIMO Single-input multiple-output
SINR Signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
SISO Single-input-single-output
SM Selfish maximization (in Chap. 11)
SM Spatial Multiplexing (in Chaps. 6, 8 and 9)
SMD Simultaneous matrix diagonalizations
SMMSE Successive minimum mean square error
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio
SON Self organizing network
SORA-NRT Satisfaction-oriented resource allocation for non-real time services
SORA-RT Satisfaction-oriented resource allocation for real time services
SP Successive projection
SRA Sequential removal algorithm
SRM Sum rate maximization
SRM-P Sum rate maximization with proportional rate constraints
SS Simultaneous scheduling (in Chap. 6)
SS Single-stream (in Chap. 1)
SSAM Source acknowledge message
SSRM Source selection request message
STC Space-time coding
SU Single-user
SU-MIMO Single-user MIMO
SUE Small-cell user equipment
SVD Singular value decomposition
T-RAS Antenna selection at transmitter and receiver side
TAS Transmit antenna selection
TCP Transmission control protocol
TDD Time divison duplex
TDMA Time division multiple access
TETRA Terrestrial trunked radio access
TP Transmission point
TPD True polarization diversity
TSM Throughput-based satisfaction maximization
TTI Transmission time interval
TU Typical urban
TV-LCP Time-varying LCP
TX Transmitter
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UCA Uniform circular array
UE User equipment
UEPS Urgency and efficiency-based packet scheduling
UFI User fairness index
UL Uplink
ULA Uniform linear array
USR User selection requirement
VFDM Vandermonde-subspace frequency division multiplexing
VoIP Voice over IP
VQ Vector quantization
WF Water-filling
WIFI Wireless fidelity
WLAN Wireless local area network
WWW World Wide Web
ZF Zero-forcing
ZFBF Zero-forcing beamforming
ZMCSCG Zero mean circularly symmetric complex gaussian
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